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To the teachers and students of The Anchor School, for letting me
into your classroom; to my dad, for teaching me to kayak;
and to Susan, who supports me through everything.

Preface

If you have found this book while looking for an instructional manual
on kayaking, please put it back down. This is not that kind of book.
Here, kayaking is used solely as a metaphor for learning in a classroom
setting. Though I have done my best to accurately describe the kayaking
terms used here, I am by no means an expert, and my kayaking knowledge should be taken with a large grain of salt. But if you are interested
in social justice education, queer pedagogy, critical literacy, and critical
mathematics, this book may be of interest. This book also serves as an
example of a post-critical ethnography and will be of use to pre-service
and in-service teachers, as well as teacher educators and researchers, as
an example of enacting multiple critical pedagogies in a middle school
classroom.
When I started my doctoral program, I thought I knew exactly what I
wanted to study. However, on meeting my new cohort these ideas began
to shift and resulted in the study detailed in this book. Bryan Fede and I
first began talking about our interests in our first semester, and we were
surprised to realize that there were some interesting parallels between
queer pedagogy and critical mathematics. Both fields valued questioning,
critical thought and went hand in hand with social justice pedagogy. As
we investigated the overlaps together, we had the idea to combine our
interests and the seeds of our class at The Anchor School were sown.
Over the next few years, we continued to develop our ideas, adding in
another of my research interests as an English educator: critical literacy. This became Math for a Cause, an elective course for middle school
vii
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Preface

students, which we co-taught with Morgan, a classroom teacher, in the
fall of 2014. The following chapters describe my post-ethnographic
study of the course and analyze the impacts on student learning.
As previously stated, kayaking is used as a metaphor for student learning throughout this book; chapters are subtitled for aspects of kayaking, mostly for maneuvers a river kayaker completes along their journey.
No knowledge of kayaking is required to follow along, as each chapter
begins with a classroom anecdote followed by an explanation of the
term. There is also a glossary with definitions of all terminology. It is
my hope that this metaphor allows readers to see the dynamic actions
that occur in a classroom, and that this terminology helps educators and
students visualize their learning processes in a new way. This metaphor
allows us to understand learning as movement, as students and teachers are always active participants in the classroom. I hope it queers your
expectations.
Kirksville, USA

Summer Melody Pennell
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